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1983
•Connecting the very small and the 

very large has been in the sight of 
physicists for a while. GUTs 
started paving the road


•We knew first from Cosmology 
that there were ~ 3 Neutrinos. Still 
only have an upper bound on 
neutrinos’ masses from 
Cosmology


•Nuclear physics is crucial for star 
formation, abundances

Beyond the Standard Models:  Probing the intersection of 
cosmology and particle physics



No Dark Matter 

No Inflation 

Predicted vacuum energy is huge! 

No reason for so much more  
matter than anti-matter 

Origin of its very special parameter values 

No gravity 

Why is the Higgs so light? 

Vacuum Stability

Of Cosmology
THE STANDARD MODEL 

Of Particle Physics
THE STANDARD MODEL 

What is Dark Matter? 

Flatness problem: Initial conditions for a present-day 
flat universe are < O(10-60) 

Inflation?  

Vacuum energy is tiny! 
 
CC, is it constant? 

Missing Baryon problem (maybe solved) 

Hubble constant disagreement 

6 free parameters, too much?



V(ϕ)

ϕ

Transition from one vacuum (+symmetries) to 
another broken phase (+other symmetries). 
 
First order  > STRONG 
 
Second order > SOFT

Phase transitions

 Necessary for generating baryon asymmetry: 

       1) Baryon number violation 

       2) Charge and Charge-Parity violation  

       3) Departure from thermal equilibrium 

V(ϕ)

ϕ



Can we measure that? 



Gravitational Waves and Vacuum Decay

The early universe was transparent to GWs!


A first-order PT means bubbles. Bubbles collide 
and disturb spacetime massively. 


But, the SM (of particle physics) has no first 
order phase transitions.


First order phase transitions from EW to TeV 
Scales predict stochastic GW backgrounds 
accessible by the Laser Interferometer Space 
Antenna (LISA).




 

Prospects for measurements, Part I

PT parameters

E↵ective action ! �, H⇤

Energy budget ! ↵, (↵, vw)

Bubble wall dynamics ! vw

GW power spectrum

Numerical simulations !
h
2⌦GW(f ;H⇤,↵,�, vw)

LISA sensitivity

Configuration + noise level !
h
2⌦sens(f)

Particle
physics model

Signal-to-noise ratio

Figure 1: Blueprint for analyzing cosmological PTs in the context of LISA. See text for details.

parameter H⇤ (or temperature T⇤) at the time when the PT completes and the PT duration �

(defined in more detail below). Next, one can analyze the energy budget associated with the

PT to determine its strength, characterized by the parameter ↵ (see Sec. 2), and the amount

of energy converted into fluid kinetic energy, often characterized by an e�ciency parameter ,

again defined below6. Simultaneously, one should self-consistently solve the bubble wall equa-

tion(s) of motion (EOM) for the bubble wall speed vw. These PT parameters are then used

as inputs for the determination of the stochastic GW power spectrum h2⌦GW(f) in numerical

simulations of the colliding bubbles and cosmic fluid. In practice, analytic expressions for the

GW power spectrum derived from the simulations are typically used in this step rather than

directly simulating for each choice set of parameters. Finally, given a particular experimental

configuration and knowledge of the noise level, one can obtain the predicted LISA sensitivity

h2⌦sens(f) to cosmological sources. Comparing the predicted power spectrum to the LISA

sensitivity for a given mission duration yields a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which indicates

to what extent the scenario under consideration can be reconstructed [6, 7].

Each step of the analysis described above carries with it a set of technical challenges

and open questions. A primary aim of this work is to elucidate these issues and propose a

conservative approach to obtaining state-of-the-art sensitivity estimates for LISA in detecting

a stochastic GW from cosmic PTs. In what follows, we will attempt to clear up common

misconceptions that arise in the literature, discuss the state-of-the-art in the various steps of

6As explained in Sec. 2,  can be expressed as a function of ↵ and vw, so it is not an independent parameter.
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FOPT in the SM

Want to know more?  
Check Johan Löfgren talk 

Session 8-C



FOPT in the SMEFT



What about all other experiments?



Pick a point within a reasonable slice of 
parameter space

Calculate the Δ log likelihood 
given experimental data using 
smelli

Check if it leads to a FOPT

Find points in 
agreement with data 
and a FOPT 

EWPT, rho par, …

~ Scaling for FOPT

EWPT …

NP ~ 0.5 - 3 TeV  

Finding  v/Tc: 
Numerical implementation 
of a   binary search by first 
placing lower and upper 
bound on the critical 
temperature and 
minimising the potential. 

Find λ and m2 

Finding allowed 
regions  
with λ > 0 and 
FOPT

10

coe�cients that might be consistent with current experimental bounds. However, a more
solid statement requires a detailed study on both the order of the phase transition and
the observable prediction for each parameter point in the relevant region of the SMEFT
parameter space. Here we perform such a study. By combining the rough estimation coming
from power counting, literature results (see for example [30, 32]), and a preliminary coarse
grid scan we decided to focus on the parameter region (in units of GeV≠2):

C
Ï

œ [≠1 · 10≠5
, 0] (30)

C
ÏD

œ [≠1 · 10≠7
, 0.5 · 10≠7]

C
Ï⇤

œ [≠1.5 · 10≠6
, 3 · 10≠6],

while we also fix ⁄ and m
2 such that the Higgs mass mH = 125 GeV and v = 246 GeV. We

sampled the region using a 150 ◊ 150 ◊ 150 grid and kept only points with positive ⁄.

We then performed a numerical study to find the critical temperature Tc and the critical
field-value „c © „(Tc), using the leading order finite temperature potential in Eq. (19). In
this way we get the ratio „c/Tc which is commonly used to determine whether the phase
transition is strongly first order, through the condition v/Tc > 1 [3].

This numerical study is performed by numerically minimizing the leading order potential
given in Eq. (28) with the GSL implementation of the Nelder-Meade simplex algorithm, for
di�erent temperatures. JL: Cite GSL? The critical temperature is then located through a
binary search by first placing lower and upper bound on the temperature. The lower bound
T0 arises from the fact that the origin needs to be a minimum for the barrier to form, which
is only true when m

2

e�
> 0; with T0 determined through m

2

e�
(T0) = 0. The upper bound is

simply a conservative estimate, Tmax = 500 GeV, where the system is basically guaranteed
to be in the symmetric phase. Then the interval [T0, Tmax] is halved by testing which phase
the midpoint (Tmax ≠ T0)/2 is in. This determines the next step of the search; if this point
corresponds to the symmetric phase then one halves the left interval, and vice versa. This
procedure is repeated until the desired accuracy is obtained (within 10≠3GeV in our case).

The results are shown in Fig.1, where we plot „c

Tc
as a function of ⁄. A consistency check for

the chosen parameter space is that the distribution of points roughly follows 1/⁄, which is
a direct consequence of Eq. (22) and noting that V

LO
(v, Tc) = 0.

A complete global fit of the 59-dimensional SMEFT parameter space is beyond the purpose
of this article, and we do not intend to carry an exhaustive statistical analysis. A simple
global fit including the most relevant experimental data using the sampling in Eq. (30) will
be more than su�cient to show that a FOPT in the SMEFT is possible for ⁄ > 0 in regions
of the parameter space consistent with experimental data.

For this we use the software package smelli [33],5 a global likelihood calculator for the
SMEFT which uses flavio [34] for observable calculation and wilson [35] for RG running
of Wilson coe�cients and matching to the low-energy EFT. smelli includes a breadth of
5 We note that we used a modified version. The changes include fixing of bugs relevant to the Higgs mass

calculation and an improved determination of m2 and ⁄ JL: that uses non-linearized formulas for the Higgs
mass and the minimum. This was implemented after discussion with the authors in the context of this
work. The changes while not included in the current latest release, are available in the latest commit in
their Github repository.
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Prospects for measurements, Part II

The same WCs that affect the EWPT also impact 
Di-Higgs production 

The ranges/size for the WCs is precisely in the 
range that could be probed with a dedicated 
analysis at LHC, HL-LHC

.

�1.65 · 10�6 / C'

FOPT
/ �1.05 · 10�6
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Kim, Sakaki, Son 
[1801.06093]

Modified vertex

New vertex
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FIG. 3. Profile likelihood in the C
Ï⇤– C

Ï plane. The intensity of the shading corresponds to the
one, two and three-9‡ regions. The region leading to a first (second) order phase transition is shaded
in blue (gray). We show contours for only the region with a first order transition. The point with
the best likelihood and a FOPT is shown with a star. The upper area is empty as points there have
⁄ < 0 and were not included in the study.

V. IMPLICATIONS FOR DI-HIGGS PRODUCTION IN COLLIDER
EXPERIMENTS

One of the main goals of the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) experiment is to probe
the Higgs self couplings. A promising avenue to set limits on such interactions is double
Higgs production, where the LHC at its current luminosity has little sensitivity 5.

As we have shown in the preceding sections the question of a FOPT depends sensitively
on C

Ï, which parametrizes new physics e�ects in Higgs physics, and in particular the Higgs
self-interactions. As an example, let’s take the Higgs triple coupling. In the SMEFT the
e�ective trilinear interaction is (ignoring momentum dependence EC: is it OK to do this?)
EC: Mention here that the ⁄ < 0 case is not much easier to measure (even though in
principle it makes no sense to measure cause of the EFT approach). So our case is not more
“invisible” it is actually about the same. Also, check the formula below.

⁄HHH

⁄
SM

HHH

= ⁄EF T

⁄SM

≠
v

2

⁄SM

3
5C

Ï
≠ 3⁄EF T C

Ï⇤ + 3
4⁄EF T C

ÏD

4
(33)

At the LHC, the best limit so far is ≠2.3 < ⁄HHH/⁄
SM

HHH
< 10.3 [40]. Moreover, in

[41] an optimistic case is made for limits on ⁄HHH at the HL-LHC, leading to the bounds
0.2 < ⁄HHH/⁄

SM

HHH
< 2.3 at 68% C.I. Given the relative suppression by ⁄ of the terms

5
EC: Maybe we can flesh this out a little more?
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

FIG. 5. Feynman diagrams relevant for Di-Higgs production at the LHC. A red vertex indicates
interactions present in the SM but modified by the SMEFT operators. A blue vertex indicates
interactions not present in the SM.

≠1.9 · 10≠5
< C

Ï

LHC < 7.0 · 10≠6 (36)
≠2.8 · 10≠6

< C
Ï

HL≠LHC < 1.7 · 10≠6
.

Setting limits on the Higgs triple coupling is famously di�cult, but the naive estimation
above shows that the limits are precisely in the region of interest for a FOPT with positive ⁄.
We want to emphasize that this illustrates the unique opportunity to resolve the question of
whether heavy new physics can lead to a FOPT consistent with baryogenesis, using current
and near-future collider experiments. The case for positive ⁄ is weaker in that sense, as the
region showing a FOPT needs new physics at scales in conflict with the EFT approach [25].

The limits above were worked out by studying double-Higgs production at colliders, where
the Higgs triple coupling plays an important role. We want to note that our discussion here,
while important is somewhat superficial. A thorough study of di-Higgs production at the
LHC and HL-LHC would require the consideration of the full set of operators. There are
many relevant processes that play a role, and we show the most relevant ones in Figure V.
Nevertheless, we think there is a strong case for more sophisticated studies focusing on this,
as the current bounds lie very closely to either ruling out or supporting a FOPT due to
heavy physics.

In the medium-long term, at future linear colliders, prospects are even more promising,
as the cleaner signals simplify the probing of deviations in the Higgs self-couplings. If
future bounds are consistent with a FOPT, stringent bounds will help in weeding out
unfavorable high-energy scenarios and shed light on the details of baryogenesis. Moreover, a
better understanding of the allowed SMEFT parameter space will also help in searching for
gravitational waves signals coming from the EWPT, as the frequency and spectrum strongly
depend on the same Wilson coe�cients.



Conclusions

• First order phase transitions are the (most promising) 

link between observations, cosmology and particle 

physics. 

• SMEFT a good “agnostic” proxy for interpreting 

measurements. 

• So far, only λ < 0 has been seriously thought about. 

• Proper power counting and care for gauge invariance 

surprisingly opens up λ > 0. 

• It is also allowed by measurements so far!  

TOMORROW, ON ARXIV:



あ
り
が
と
う
ご
ざ
い
ま
す


